"SHALOM PARDNER"
Leo Fuchs

The title for this album was inspired by an expression which he created for his latest musical comedy triumph "A Cowboy In Israel" at the Anderson Theatre in New York. The New York Times, Post, News, Variety and the Mirror gave him personal raves but it was the remark from the New York Mirror "Shalom Pardner should catch on" that gave him the idea to write the song, and so the title for his album was born.

LEO FUCHS was born in Poland, a son of actors, Rosa and Jacob Fuchs. He started acting at the age of 5. When he was seventeen he took Warsaw by storm where he starred in the highly respected Polish Theatre, The Que Pro Quo.

Shortly afterward he was brought as a star to the Jacob P. Adler Theatre. His first show, "The Lucky Boy", established him as one of the all-time greats of the Yiddish stage.

In search of widening his theatrical horizons, he accepted starring roles in the English Theatre. Amongst the various productions he starred in are George Gershwin's "Girl Crazy", "Fair Game", "Fourposter", "Uncle Willie", "Fifth Season", "Come Blow Your Horn". He produced and starred in ten shows in Hollywood, at the Civic Playhouse, where he resides with his wife Rebecca Richmann Fuchs and his son Jonathan.

In T.V. his guest star appearances included such shows as The Ed Sullivan Show, Playhouse 90, Climax, Danny Thomas, Ann Sothern, Tab Hunter, December Bride, Matinee Theatre, Peter Lind Hayes, and recently won acclaim in his first Western starring role in Wagon Train.

In Shalom Pardner he sings what he likes most, Yiddish songs.

SIDE TWO

YIDDISH-TWIST
Leo Fuchs (Metro Music) 3:09

TATEH UN MAMEH
(Lebedeff) 2:25

MEN DARF Machen A LEHEN
Jacobs 2:07

OY VOLT ICH GEVOLT
Ellstein-Jacobs (Metro Music) 5:05

A YIDDISHE CHASENE
Leo Fuchs (Metro Music) 2:27

AZ MEN FARZICH
Ellstein-Jacobs (Metro Music) 3:55

HOSTI GISTI BISTI
Jacobs-Olshanetsky 2:45

A YIDDLE IN YISROEL
Leo Fuchs (Metro Music) 2:55

ALLE IN AINEM
Secunda-Fuchs (Mills ASCAP) 3:00

ABISEL MAZEL
Leo Fuchs (Metro Music) 4:45

SHALOM PARDNER
Leo Fuchs (Metro Music) 2:32

ROUMANIA, ROUMANIA
Lebedeff (Metro Music) 3:18
"SHALOM PARTNER"
Sung by LEO FUCHS
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